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SIZE: 18" x 80"



Supplies:

(5) Patrio�c Love Quilt Blocks 12 1/2"

(4) 3" x 7 1/2" background fabric (Top and
bo�om of the pinwheel blocks)

(2) 3 1/2" x length of runner background fabric
(long border)

(2) 3 1/2" x width of the runner background
fabric (short border)

Thermoweb Hot Melt Adhesive

Deco Foil Silver Gli�er

SpraynBond Bas�ng Spray

Backing Fabric

Ba�ng

Binding Fabric

Oliso Iron

Olfa Rotary Cu�er

Olfa Cu�ng Mat

Basic Sewing No�ons
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Step 1: Make 5 Patriotic Love Quilt Blocks in the
12" finished size. Read tips in step 2 and 3
before cutting and assembling your blocks.

Step 2: For the stripes, cut each stripe 1 1/2" x
27" and then sub cut each piece to 5" wide.

Step 3: To make piecing easier, when you trim
the large corner square triangle, place a pin to
hold the pieces together.

Step 4: Sew the trimmed corners together to
create 8 half square triangles. (2 sets will not be
used and can be discarded or used in another
project).

Step 6: Sew together the half square triangles to
create 2 pinwheel blocks measuring 7 1/2"
square.

Step 5: Trim the half square triangles to 4"
square.
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Step 7: Sew the 7 1/2" x 3" strips of background
fabric to the top and bottom of the pinwheel
blocks.

Step 8: Deco Foil Adhesive. Cut out the star
shape and trace it onto the Deco Foil Hot Melt
Adhesive. Cut out and arrange on your quilt
block.

Step 9: Press with an iron on the medium heat
setting for 30 seconds. Use the pressing paper
provided. Let cool completely before moving
onto the next step.

Step 10: Remove the paper backing and place
the Deco Foil Transfer Sheet on top the Hot Melt
Adhesive.

Step 12: Once cooled, peel off the Deco Foil
Transfer Sheets carefully.

Step 11: Press with an iron on the medium heat
setting for 30-40 seconds. Use the pressing
paper provided. Let cool completely before
moving onto the next step.
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Finished!
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Step 13: Sew the block together. Alternate the
hearts. Place the pinwheel blocks on either side
of the runner.

Step 14: Sew the top, bottom and side border
pieces to the runner.

Step 15: Baste the runner front, batting and
backing together using SpraynBond Basting
Spray.

Step 16: Quilt and bind the table runner as
desired.

Tip: Do not iron theDeco Foil once it isapplied to your quilttop. Be careful whenpressing.


